Members of

Event postponement
The Tórshavn Darts Open and Faroe Islands Darts Open scheduled for 13th – 15th March will
be postponed due to the Coronavirus epidemic. This decision is made in compliance with WDF
Playing Tournament Rules No. 8.03
Following recommandations from Faroese health authoryties and guidelines from the National Sports
Associations the Tórshavn Darts Open and Faroe Islands Darts Open will now not take place as
planned.
Glasir Tórshavn College (the venue) has cancelled the permisson to stage the events at the premises
due to contemenation risks.
In the search for a new venue over the last 24 hours, event hosting restrictions in The Faroe Islands
have been enhanced and we are at the moment unable to comply with these changes.
Authoryties have also adviced us on the fact, that travel recommendations from Foreign Ministries
are changing so quickly at the moment, that foreign participants might end up in the situation where
they are not able to return home after the events.
Dartsamband Føroya and Havnar Dartfelag are currently in correspondence with WDF to schedule
new dates for the events. We might have these new dates confirmed already later tonight.
We have confirmation from Atlantic Airways, that foreign players who have booked their flight
tickets directly from Atlantic Airways will be able to rebook to new dates without extra costs (we
will inform you of new dates as soon as WDF har confirmed). Regarding accomodation we
recommend, that you cancel immediately, in order to get eventual prepayments reimbursed.
Concering domestic travel and possibly other flight tickets, please check with your travel agency and
travel insureance company.
As noted in a post on the event-page 6th March, the epidemic escalation could force us to make
changes at a late moment. We are of course very sorry for this late postponement but we trust that
you understand the circumstances under which these decisions have been made, with health
authoryties enhancing restrictions day by day.
Please address questions regarding this new information to following email address, hdf@mail.fo and we will
try to answer and assist you at our best ability.

With kind regards
Hans Eivind Olsen, President of The Faroe Islands Darts Assosiation
Jan McIntosh, Chair of Havnar Dartfelag
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